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The case for SMS marketing in the car dealership landscape is strong. With 98% read rates, the opportunity to reach 300%
more leads, and the allure of a 400% uptick in conversions, it is no surprise that many proactive car dealership digital
marketing teams are looking to rev up their SMS text marketing efforts. 

But don’t be fooled by the data: it’s not as easy as all that to get text message campaigns up and running - especially for
dealers working with old and rusty CRMs, costly overhead, and long-established processes and workflows. And then there
are tough questions like which text message marketing software to use, text message marketing best practices to learn, the
cost of setting up and running campaigns, issues of compliance, and more. Much like the vexing challenge customers face
with their used cars - whether to fix it up or get a new one - dealer leadership teams need to decide how they want to
position their sales and marketing efforts going into a future of ever more automation, ever more digitization, constantly
changing consumer habits, and ever dwindling margins on car sales. 

Introduction



  We cover everything you and your team need to know about text message marketing as it pertains to car dealership digital marketing
  efforts and their sales pipelines. By the end of this manual, you will have a solid grasp of: 

• The marketing case for SMS message campaigns 
• Text message marketing best practices 
• Current issues around compliance, and how to navigate them 
• What text message marketing software and platforms are available in 2021 
• How to carve out even more value with automated processes and self-learning technologies 

  When used to its full potential, text marketing can be a powerful engine of engagement and sales for your dealership - all from a single,
  easy-to-use dashboard accessible to all stakeholders across the customer lifecycle. 

  But knowing where to start, or how to rev up existing efforts, can be tricky. That’s why, to help get your text messaging strategy out of the
  garage and on to the road, we’ve put together a handy checklist of all the high-level points that you, your team, and other dealership
  stakeholders can use to run your own high-powered text marketing campaigns.

This manual is for car dealership marketing and sales
leaders who want to understand and implement a text
messaging strategy that goes the distance.

Who is this manual for?
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Chapter 1
Why SMS Marketing?
Chapter in brief

• SMS marketing has impressive metrics across the board, especially
   when compared with other channels like email and telemarketing

• SMS marketing’s value proposition is simple: reach more leads,
   faster, and in a channel that they like to be reached on

• An automated and personalised SMS text marketing strategy can
   help dealers stand out in a competitive environment



While text marketing has been taking the world of retail by storm, like
any new channel it still has its share of nay-sayers. Some say it is too intrusive.
Others say it does not reach their target audience. Others still say it is too
complicated to integrate into existing CRMs to make it worthwhile. But these
opinions are rooted to old ways of doing things rather than an objective
perspective on the data. 

As we will show in this chapter and across this manual, SMS marketing’s
value proposition is defined by a simple two-step process: 

1.  Create more interactions
2. Have more meaningful conversations

(What you do with those meaningful conversations is up to you!)   

And yet, despite this clear value, car dealership digital sales and marketing
leaders are slower than their peers in retail to integrate SMS (see chart 3). 

Less than half (48%) of the car dealers in the United States use SMS today as part
of their digital marketing efforts. That’s less than the non-profit sector! 

This slow adoption rate is the result of a number of blind spots, one of them
being a lack of awareness. 

In this chapter we expand on SMS text marketing’s core value proposition,
explaining, over the course of six reasons, why text message marketing makes
sense for dealers both today, and going forward.

Chapter 1: Why SMS Marketing?
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1. SMS marketing is the
customer’s choice
Did you know that Americans check their phones 96 times a day? Or that 90% of
people will read a text within four minutes of receiving it?
What about that 83% of consumers would like to receive appointment reminders
via text, but only 20% of businesses send them on this channel? 

This is only a snippet of data, but it gets to the heart of the matter. Beyond the
fact that almost all adults have and use their mobile phones
frequently throughout the day - making it an easy way for dealers to contact
their prospects where they are, and on their terms - market research
indicates that consumers are, on the whole, also open to receive SMS
communications from businesses. 

A recent study of U.S. consumers found that 63% of consumers would switch
to a company that offered text messaging as a communication channel.
This preference makes its influence felt on the bottom line. The same study found
that nearly three-quarters (or roughly 72%) of respondents are more likely to
purchase from a site that can communicate with them in real-time, with a real
employee, via chat messaging. 

So, with SMS, dealers can share their message with customers where they are, on
their terms. Plus, with email fatigue and the lag time involved in phone conversations
with salespeople, it is perhaps no surprise that the consumer’s choice is easy,
direct, and flexible to their needs. This is what people mean when they talk about
optimizing for customer experience.
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2. SMS marketing generates high
engagement rates 
As the data on engagement rates suggest, SMS can fill the role of initial outreach better than any channel. First, as pertains to phone calls, research 
indicates that using it as a first point of engagement is not as effective as SMS. According to one estimate, sales people spend 15% of their time 
leaving voicemails but 90% of first time voicemails are never returned. This gives an empirical sense of how much time auto dealer sales teams 
spend on the phone. 

SMS, on the other hand, has an 85% response rate and a 90 second response time. That’s fast and direct. 

While phone conversations are still an important part of the conversion chain, dealerships are finding the phone is not as effective as it used to be in 
nurturing leads along the buyer’s journey. 

Meanwhile, email’s slow response rate and low open rate indicate just how oversaturated consumer inboxes are. Your dealership email marketing 
team might be sending out tons of great offers. But ask yourself: are enough people engaging with them, given all the effort?

That is not to suggest that SMS should replace other marketing and sales initiatives, but rather that SMS helps to fill some holes and cut through the
noise their customers experience everyday. And given that 35-50% of sales goes to the vendor that reaches out first, the swiftness of SMS in sparking
engagement is (arguably) priceless. The bottom line is that SMS can play an important role in making initial contact with your customers because
of its high engagement rates.
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98% 28%

28%85%6%

-
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3. SMS marketing empowers
customers and sales people
Consumer empowerment is all about optimizing the customer experience. Let’s say you have a customer who wants to know more about a new
car you’ve been promoting. Well, your salesperson could call the customer with the specs, email them, or send a text. Which of these options is
likely to reach the customer first? As we covered above, the data shows it most likely to be via text message. 

The reasons are pretty clear:

1.  The customer has their phone on them all the time 
2. The customer is in charge of how many texts they receive from your dealerships, and what kinds 
3. The customer can decide when and how to respond to your message at a time that works for them 

These factors add up to a simple fact: SMS empowers customers to communicate with your dealership, and receive communications from your
dealership, on their terms. By controlling the cadence of engagement with your dealership, the end user has an enhanced experience. And when
a customer is happy and eager to learn and engage, the quality (and value) of the conversations naturally improves in turn. 

After initial back and forth over text, if the customer wants to discuss on the phone, it’s a quick and easy transition. The key difference, from a sales
and marketing perspective, is that SMS reduces the number of touchpoints from pre-contact to conversion. And here-in lies the value for your sales
team, because, while some salespeople are fans of outbound calling, many are not. 63% of sales reps say that cold calling is the worst part of their
job, and yet in the car dealership landscape it still constitutes one of the biggest manual job responsibilities of a sales agent. 

Using SMS allows your sales agents to spend time on the things they are good at while cutting out the least favorite aspects of their jobs. Taken
together, an SMS channel that provides information at the right time, and in the right channel, is part-and parcel of an optimal customer
experience - one that empowers them rather than bombards them.
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4. SMS marketing is
cost-effective
Return on investment is always relative to the unique costs of a 
dealership, so comparing ROI is beyond the scope of this manual.
Suffice to say the pressure is on general managers and leadership
teams to carve  out value with new initiatives that show return on
the bottom line. 

And, since SMS is such a direct route to customers, and since
sending bulk SMS  means you can maximize the reach of your
dealers outreach  efforts, it tends to be used by dealers to keep
the wheels of the sales process in  motion.

In other words: a bulk SMS funnel is easy to set-up and maintain,
allowing your dealership to maximize your lead generation efforts.
Two case  studies listed below - one in a general auto retail
context and another specific to a car dealer - show how quickly
SMS pays for itself.

ROI Case Studies for SMS Marketing

Simple success stories occur in the automotive sector every day.
Here are two case studies to show how SMS marketing generates
impressive returns for retail businesses generally and auto
dealers specifically.
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CASE STUDY 1: From Subscribers
to Repeat Customers
10 second summary: A professional services retail chain grew their text subscriber list to more than 50,000. They then turned this list into impressive
sales on slow days with targeted, often time-sensitive SMS promotions and discount offers. 

Industry: Professional services, retail 

The Situation: A retail chain offering car wash, gas station, and convenience store services to commuters was struggling to keep consumers coming
to their locations during down times in the day.  

The Goal: Create a text club made up of subscribers who have agreed to receive promotional offers via text. 

The Plan: Working in tandem, the Marketing Director and Social Media Manager put together a strategy to grow their subscriber list and then
message their subscribers with weather updates and opening hours at the car wash.  

The plan went as follows: 

1.  Offer customers a free bottle of water or slushie from the convenience store, in exchange for opting in to their text club. 
2. Utilize a double opt-in strategy to ensure compliance and also ensure customers were ready, and excited, to receive up to six messages a month. 
3. Messages to the group were sent out on a regular cadence of 3-4 per month. They planned content with a calendar in the back-end of their text
messaging platform and segment lists to create highly targeted campaigns. 
4. Message content varied, with quick offers and deals showing the strongest conversions - which makes sense for the type of business they are in. 

The Results: Within a few months the text club subscriber list grew to 20,000, a number which has grown to 50,000 + over a two year span. And
plenty of sales followed. In one rainy day they did over 1,000 cleanings - all from the text club!
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CASE STUDY 2: Easy Integration,
Meaningful Results
10 second summary: A Los Angeles-area dealership was struggling with salespeople fatigue and low conversion rates using email and phone calls.
A switch to mobile texting saw them generate better leads and more sales, with conversion rates 5x higher than email. 

The Situation: After months of struggling with low conversion rates on email and phone calling, the Internet Sales Director at a Nissan dealership in
the Los Angeles area decided to shift focus to text messaging. Asking sales reps to use their personal phone numbers was not going to work
because they could not be tracked from a central platform, and the text options in the dealer’s CRM platform had to go through a short code
phone number that the shopper would not recognize. So the Internet Sales Director decided to integrate a new mobile messaging platform into
their workflows. 

The Goal: Use text messaging as a marketing and sales channel to take the pressure of outreach off the shoulders of salespeople, generate new
prospects, and boost sales. 

The Plan: Integrate a new mobile messaging platform into the dealer’s existing sales and marketing workflow. The text messaging service provider
simply placed a “Text Me” button on the dealer’s website and mobile app. This button connected to a local phone number and allowed site visitors
or app users to text the sales department with their questions. When a visitor clicked the button and responded to the number with a text, the
message went directly into a message repository in the Sales Department, with sales reps responding on a first-come-first-serve basis. 

By tracking the number of prospects who selected the texting option and measuring conversion rates of text messaging against email and phone
calling, the Internet Sales Director could see if text messaging justified the investment. 

The Results: Fewer touch points, better prospects, and a boost in sales. The dealership saw an increase of 15 car sales per month from text
messaging in the Internet Car Sales department alone.
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5. SMS marketing can be
seamlessly integrated - now
You might be thinking: “We already have the texting option set up in
our CRM, but it can be frustrating to use, and my salespeople don’t
want to use it enough. Ackkk!” 

Using outdated or clunky CRMs for SMS is a common bottleneck. You
are not alone. The truth about sales and marketing initiatives is that
it is a collaborative effort, and issues with software often hold the
team back from higher productivity. 

Collaborating effectively is harder when the texting modules are not
easy to use or complicate already confusing CRMs. For example,
you might have an SMS number that your sales team can use, but
no way to track incoming texts or message histories. 

The good news is that there are plenty of new software companies
out there making texting modules that are  easy to integrate on top
of the software you’re already using. How easy, you might wonder?
Practically at the click of a button. And then the technology does
the bulk of the work for your team, so they can focus on more
valuable things, like customer experience and conversions.
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6. Millennials love SMS
Millennials are the largest consumer demographic in the world, which means they will be the primary age group dealerships target for years to
come. And millenials love texting. 

Research shows that while the average person sends and receives roughly 350 texts a month, the average millenial is sending and receiving over
1,750. That’s a huge difference, indicative of the fact that millennials grew up with cell phones in use. They are, after all, the first generation of
“digital natives.” 

This general factor - the alignment of mobile phones coming into widespread use during one’s teenage years - helps explain why millennials find
texting more convenient, and more liberating, than email or phone calls. One survey found that 76% of millenials feel texting is more convenient than
other options because it is on their own schedule; 63% of millennials say texting is less disruptive than a voice call. The general trend is that  younger
people like to be in control of the conversation - or at least in control of how they communicate with brands. 

Another defining feature of millenials is their love of authenticity in marketing. A recent survey of consumer sentiment towards brand authenticity
found a whopping 90% of millennials feel brand authenticity is important to them.

A fourth factor, specific to the car market, is that millennials are impatient in the car buying process. They want it done quickly, effortlessly. “Of all the
age groups, Millennials are more likely to say they find the car buying process boring, confusing and complicated, and least likely to say they find it
exciting, fun and interesting,” said Nick King, Auto Trader Insight Director. That means they want the information and communication channels to be
easily accessible. (After all, who wouldn’t?) 

Put all these data points together. Then add the fact that Millenials make up roughly 25% of the population and have over 1 trillion dollars in buying
power.What do you get? An outreach strategy in retail contexts that incorporates texting as part of a diversified, omnichannel marketing and
sales strategy. 

Millennials qualify for mortgages from their phones, make crypto trades from free trading apps, and meet their future spouses on dating apps.
They also find new cars.
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6 Reasons to embrace SMS
SMS is the customers choice

SMS empowers customers and sales people
SMS generates high engagement

SMS is cost-effective
SMS can be seamlessly integrated - now
Millenials love SMS

Bringing it all together
SMS text marketing is a channel that auto dealership marketing teams can utilize to their benefit without overhauling their sales processes. 

Think of SMS as an additional piece to a diversified sales funnel, adding much-needed support where it is most needed. The core value
proposition with SMS is automating the heavy lifting done in the early stages of the pipeline, but the benefits of automating efforts tends to
spread across the ecosystem, adding value for the customer (who is happy to receive timely and actionable promotions and reminders), the
sales team (because it means less manual work), and the ownership team (because more sales keeps everyone busy and making money).

So why SMS? Because it works.
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Chapter 2
SMS Marketing
Best Practices
Chapter in brief

• Following text message marketing best practices is critical when there
   are a million things you could do but only a few that you should do

• Text message campaigns that utilize these best practices will help
   sales teams streamline and structure their efforts

• Common use cases for SMS marketing include instant follow-ups after
   a sign-up form, scheduled reminders, informal Q&A, and
   making/receiving payments
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But there are two sides to every coin, and like any integrated software shared
across a collaborative team, there are many areas where things could go
wrong with SMS. After all, there are a million things you could do, but only a few
that you should do. Send too many messages that don’t hit the mark and the
customer will tune out. Write a script that does not capture the right tone and
you risk alienating your audience or, at worst, being misconstrued as spam.

And, as mentioned earlier, an effective sales and marketing team requires
creative people to collaborate under constant pressure. With many opinions
and even more data points, the risk that something does not go as planned is
high (chalk that down to a missed opportunity - it happens to all sales teams).
That's why, when looking to implement an SMS text marketing strategy for your
dealership, it is important to stick to the best practices detailed below.

SMS text marketing has a lot going for it.
At its best, it is helping auto dealerships
streamline their sales processes and have more
meaningful conversations with customers.
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1. Measure everything
We all know that data informs decisions in the sales process, and luckily there are several easy-to-track
key performance indicators (KPIs) in text message campaigns. Here are some of the most important metrics to measure.

# of Subscribers. How many contacts do you have in your database? This metric reflects the effectiveness of your other marketing initiatives.
If your general database of new prospects willing to receive SMS communications is going up, it reflects well on your other marketing strategies. But
subscribers can more specifically be counted for segmented campaigns and groups (like one-off promotions, weekly deals, etc) that your
dealerships communicate with via SMS only. At the end of the day, there are many ways to categorize subscribers. What matters is how effective
your dealership is at using SMS to grow your lists.

Unsubscribe rate/Opt-Out rate. This refers to the number of people who no longer want to be reached via SMS. This is a natural part of any
business, and obviously the key is to keep it as low as possible. (If you find your opt-out rate hovering above 3% for an SMS campaign, then you
might be missing something and should reconsider how you've grouped your customers and/or the frequency in which you send messages). You
also need to be sure that the customers you are reaching out to have given you expressed written consent. Based on compliance laws in the
United States, customers need to be given the choice to opt out of each promotional message that your dealership sends via text. It is your team's
job to make sure they don’t want to take this option!

Delivery rate. Much like in email marketing, delivery rate measures how effective an SMS campaign is at reaching the intended recipients. The
delivery channel is managed by phone carriers, and some are better (and faster) than others in reaching the phone numbers in a bulk message
broadcast. Add to that the fact that not all numbers are going to be SMS-compatible, and we have ourselves a potential pothole. Delivery rates
show the percentage of total numbers reached as measured against the total number of intended numbers. It is a critical indicator of a campaign's
initial effectiveness. 

Average response time. How long does it take your contact to respond? Without a reply, your dealers are in limbo, whereas when a contact
responds it gives your team something to work with - either they are interested or not. Since your dealership probably handles far more leads than
you can reach out to everyday, knowing what type of messaging works best for which type of contact matters a lot. You can tell how interested your
contacts are by their response time.
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Click-through rates. For dealers advertising a promotion or a specific deal to a customer via text, the click-through rate is a helpful measure
to follow. Let's say you send out a promotion text to a group of informed customers, and in the message you share a link for where the customer
needs to claim the promotion (perhaps it is to purchase a product, sign up for a weekly deals newsletter, a rebate, etc). The number of people
that click the URL link represents your click through rate. Together with other metrics like a conversion rate, click through rate gives greater visibility
as to the effectiveness of your marketing efforts. It also gives a direct throughline from your SMS message to a sale, making it easier to track ROI
on a given campaign.

Conversion rates. If your site is integrated with Google Analytics, then you can go about tracking conversion rates from customer mobile devices.
Once you decide on the action you want the user to take via text message, you can set it up as a parameter in Google Analytics, which will track
the path the user takes from text message to the desired action on the site. For example, let's say a dealership has a promotion on a used Honda
Civic and wants to get traffic to the product page on their website. They have put together an SMS message advertising the sale and have a list of
interested prospects to send it too. Before they send it out, they want to set up a conversion that will tell them how many customers navigated from
their text message to the Honda Civic product page on their website. So they set up the parameter in Google Analytics, get the UTM code, and add
it to their SMS campaign. Tip: you can set this up across devices to get an idea which device (mobile, desktop, or tablet) has the highest conversion
rate. When you know which one performs the best based on the data, you can confidently allocate more resources there.

Keyword conversion rate. One of the ways that SMS simplifies the buyer's journey for customers is by giving them actionable keywords to us in their
responses to your dealership. The type of keyword you choose often reflects the make or model that you are promoting. For example, you could send
an SMS to a targeted list of leads promoting a used Toyota Camry. If the customer wants to learn more, they can respond to the SMS with the specific
keyword provided in the text message. By using keywords to track behaviour, your dealership can learn which car models or terms and phrases are
most appealing to a segmented group.

Sales growth per channel. Are your efforts improving sales or not? You can tell by tracking the sales growth per channel over time.

Text Message Campaigns: Best Practices
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2. Segment with care
Text message campaigns are like any other digital campaign: if you can segment accurately and efficiently, you can drive more conversions
and sales. 

The key to success is granularity and customer sentiment. Granularity brings the conversation down as close to an individual level as possible, and
customer sentiment is all about tone and personalisation. If you keep up to date lists of your prospects, then you can easily set up targeted
campaigns via text just for them.

The recommendation here is to map, as accurately as possible, the various stages of the customer lifecycle that your targets are in, and create
SMS outreach content for each group. Mapping the customer journey, or breaking it down into stages, is a standard part of sales pipeline
management, and fitting SMS as a channel into the workflow is easy. CRMs are important tools in this regard, as they help to pull up the lists you
have created and manage based on various criteria. The interoperability of SMS with existing software is of great value to digital-first dealerships.
And, once again, because SMS has such high engagement rates, it offers a great first option for outreach efforts. 

Common types of granular segment groups include service reminders, cross-selling with similar products to what they have already purchased,
and even individual messages personalized to the customers purchase history. With a message more tailored to their specific interests, you stand
a better chance of starting a conversation with them. After all, only when data is made actionable at scale can personalisation be achieved. 

Once again, CRMs are key in the process of optimizing a segmentation strategy because they help pull all contacts together and organize them
into granular (i.e. segmented) lists. If your lists are well segmented and your customers are reachable (and interested in hearing from you) via SMS,
you are set up for success.
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3. Pick a number,
but not just any number
Picking the right phone number to send and receive texts from is another part of the SMS puzzle. It's not as easy as getting your sales team to plug
their mobile number into the system and away we go. In fact, there is quite a bit of due diligence that goes into picking a number that will be used
for all your SMS communications. Think of it as part of a branding exercise as much as a cost analysis. 

There are three options available: toll-free, long code, or dedicated short code. Each has different price points and features, so it's worth doing the
research and comparison work before making a decision. Part of the process is figuring out what your dealership needs are in a mobile number.
Do you plan on doing mass messaging and 2-way communication? And what are your budget limitations? Your unique answers to these types of
questions will guide your search, but here is a general rundown of key features for each:



Types of numbers for SMS Marketing
TOLL-FREE

• What is it: a 1800 number 
• What can it be used for: mass messaging and 2-way communication 
• Can I import existing contacts? Yes 
• Cost: Low 
• Set-up time: Minutes 
• Types of messages: SMS and MMS

Dealer profile: Larger dealerships with a customer base spanning multiple area codes wanting a number that they can use for prospecting and
selling to new and existing customers. 

Dealer profile: A dealer group that wants to centralize activities and promote their brand ahead of individual store locations.

LONG CODE/LOCAL NUMBER

• What is it: a standard 10 digit number with local area code  
• What can it be used for: mass messaging and 2-way communication 
• Can I import existing contacts? Yes 
• Cost: Low 
• Set-up time: Minutes 
• Types of messages: SMS and MMS

Dealer profile: A dealership wanting to cement their local presence and use texting as a means for prospecting and selling to new and existing
customers by making their local number text-enabled.

DEDICATED SHORT CODE

• What is it: a 5-6 digit number 
• What can it be used for: Ideally set up for mass texting 
• Can I import existing contacts: Yes 
• Cost: High 
• Set-up time: Weeks 
• Types of messages: SMS and MMS

Dealer profile: A dealer group with a recognizable brand looking to stand out with a unique number and power their comprehensive text
marketing initiatives.  
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4. Always identify yourself
When sending out SMS messages to customers, the tone and contents matter a lot. Neglect to mention the name of your dealership at the
beginning and you might be ignored by the end-user or be caught in their phone's spam filter. 

To avoid this fate you need to identify yourself in the first sentence of every outgoing, promotion-based message. See below for some examples:

Example 1
Promotional offer

Example 2
Personalized message

[Car Dealership Name]: Save big on your next car
purchase during our upcoming Thanksgiving Sale. For
the next two weeks take advantage of low financing
and industry-best deals on new and used models.
Learn more!

Text STOP to unsubscribe

Hi [Insert Name], this is Mia from ABC Auto. It's been a
while since we last spoke, so I wanted to send you a
$500 coupon  on your next car purchase, valid until
the end of the month. Let me know when you can
stop by the dealership?

AI bot - 5 min ago

AI bot - 5 min ago
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Tip 1: Regularly include reminders

Tip 2: Create a template

Aside from identifying yourself at the beginning of every message, it is also advisable to provide recurring reminders in each message. Reminders
are there for customers to have the option to either opt-out of future messages, ask for help, or ask for more information. For instance, you might
place a reminder letting customers know that if they want to OPT-OUT of these text messages to reply "STOP". Most texting services make it possible
to automate these reminders in each outgoing message, giving the sales and marketing team the chance to select which keyword should apply
for each reminder. Reminders are easy to include and much appreciated by recipients, who, as we have already established, like to be in control. 

One of the biggest bottlenecks in managing a pipeline is tracking the message history for each customer. A lot of sales and marketing tools used
by car dealerships make it hard to keep full visibility on this, leading to over-communication on one end of the spectrum or slow response time on
the other. Newer SMS software resolves this problem because the simple dashboards make it easy to track individuals' message history. Even
better: your team can create a template to use in all communications, thereby ensuring that no recipient is confused when they receive a text.

Just like in email marketing, text templates create the structure of the message but leave room for dynamic information like the customers name,
the dealers name, links, and other information or numbers specific to the message. In this case, the template is meant to ensure that the
dealership is identified at the beginning of every conversation. Streamlining and structuring all communications with templates is also an
important part of brand consistency.

Example - Template Hi [insert customer name], this is [insert sales
persons name] from ABC Auto. [Unique message…]. 

Reply HELP for more info 
Reply STOP to unsubscribe 

Thanks for choosing ABC Auto!

AI bot - 5 min ago
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Tip 3: Automate responses so your
contacts aren’t waiting
While initial outreach to new leads is not a simple thing, things are simpler when the customer initiates the conversation with your dealership. In
this case they have found the number to reach you at and have a question, or are seeking help, in some regard.

In these interactions you can have your salespeople either respond manually to each message or set up a simple automated response based
on the customer's message. The bonus to an automated message is that the response from your dealership is immediate (giving the
salesperson time to research the question without the customer wondering whether their question got through or not).

Hello, we have received your message and a
member of our sales team will be with you shortly. 

Thanks for choosing ABC Auto.

AI bot - 9:46 am

Client - 9:45 am

What kind of deals do you have on at the moment?
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5. Be conversational
(even when promoting)

6. Be transparent about consent

How active do you want to make your SMS marketing campaigns? This is a question that dealerships often grapple with and change positions on.
Some marketing leaders encourage their salespeople to set-up and share informational texts with their prospects; others may want to keep their
SMS strategy to promotions and discount offerings only. 

No matter how engaged your SMS text marketing strategy is, you always want to focus on the human-side of things. Being conversational is what
customers want, and plenty of humanity can come across on the texting medium.

As your compliance team has probably told you, dealers can only send customers promotional texts with their permission. In legal terms,
permission is understood to be "expressed written consent", though a customer knowingly sharing their phone number digitally is accepted to
mean the same thing for dealers. Ignore this step and you risk alienating a prospect by infringing upon their privacy and violating the TCPA law that
protects consumers from unwanted communication. 

While compliance and consent is covered in greater detail in Chapter 3, in case there is any uncertainty as to what constitutes expressed written
consent we have boiled it down into three pillars.
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The three pillars of consent

1. Give a clear and concise “Opt-In”. You want your customers to be given a clear and concise
opportunity to "opt-in" to receive text messages from your dealership.

2. Share the details of your promotional plan. You need to let them know the name of your dealership,
how often you plan on sending promotional material (the frequency), the purpose of the messages
(promotional use), and link them to your terms and conditions and privacy policy.

3. Always give an “Opt-out”. This applies for all customers, even if they have agreed to receive
promotional messages.
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Here are two ways that your dealership can transparently
handle the issue of consent in SMS text marketing:

KEYWORD REPLY. A lot of retailers like to use keywords to prompt action from their customers,
and it is a common trend in the auto dealership sector too. Part of their value is as an easy
opt-in tool, because a customer texting in a specific keyword to your dealership counts as
expressed written consent. For example, you could send out a text message to a group of new
prospects with details of your promotional plan and ask them to text back "NEW CARS” if they
are interested. A reply equals consent.

SIGN-UP FORM. A more common route for securing consent is via sign-up forms. Generic
sign-up forms are used to collect contact information for new prospects, collected either from
third-party partners or from your dealer website. The virtue of a sign-up form is that once the
customer has filled out the form and clicked the box to receive promotional offers, they have
provided their consent. So you kill two-birds with one stone: customer contact info and consent
to be texted.



Tracking consent
A common scenario often unfolds at a dealership: a list of customers and their contact will be kept in an excel file, which is then uploaded to a CRM
for marketing and sales purposes. These might all appear to be excellent prospects to send text messages to, but only after they have given
expressed written consent. 

Therein lies the challenge. How many new prospects have given express written consent? How many contacts have already given their consent by
filling out a contact form? It is hard to be sure from a large internal list, and even harder from a third-party list. These are icy roads, so it’s important
to proceed with caution. 

It is therefore imperative that dealer sales and marketing teams find a transparent, interoperable way to track consent for each existing customer
and each new lead. It might be in your CRM or some other method. The value of this practice is two-fold: you can be sure that your customer wants
to receive texts from you, and, in the event that there is ever a dispute in the future, you have a "paper trail" confirming that they opted-in.

Text messaging is applicable all through the customer lifecycle, from instant follow-ups with new prospects to sharing maintenance tips with
return customers. A friendly thanks for signing up messages goes a long way to solidifying trust in a new prospect. For shoppers who know your
dealership well, special discounts offered just to them, from a sales person they know and trust, keeps them committed to your dealership - in some
cases even making them brand advocates. Here are eight specific examples of how you can use text messaging to communicate directly
(and effectively) with prospects and existing customers alike.

Use Cases for SMS Text Marketing
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Instant follow-up. When you receive a new list 
of leads from a third-party site, what actions 
do your sales and marketing team take? One 
simple and effective strategy is to send a 
quick hello via SMS. This is common practice 
on social media and email already. 
Automating a similar message with text 
messaging is another touch point for your 
salespeople to get the conversation started.

Reminders (Scheduled appointments). A 
common issue for dealerships is confirming
appointments with customers. A missed 
appointment is a lost revenue opportunity and 
a time suck, and a series of friendly reminder 
texts goes a long way to reducing the number 
of missed appointments. These can be easily 
automated and brief - less personalisation 
rather than straight-to-the-point. (Playing 
secretary for your customers is also probably 
something they are grateful for, whether they 
tell you so or not!)

Hi [insert name], 

This is Nick from ABC Auto. Reply “NEW CARS” to this
text and I’ll send you the details of new cars in our
inventory. 

If you’d rather not receive these messages in future,
just reply “STOP”. 

Thanks for choosing ABC Auto!”

AI bot - 3 min ago
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Hi [insert name], 

This is a quick reminder that you have a test drive
appointment booked on August 9th, at 9:30. 

To confirm that you’ll be there, click here: xxxxx

AI bot - 3 min ago



Informal Q&A. This is the high impact zone for 
salespeople. If you can be highly responsive to
customer questions, the chances are good 
that they will want to move forward. You can 
set-up a keyword, like "FordF150", and ask 
interested customers to text it to your 
dealership's number. This will go right to your 
sales department. One of the reps can 
respond manually, or you can set-up an 
automated reply offering to answer any 
questions they may have.
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Surveys. Customers expect to hear from a dealership after making a purchase from them. One 
thing proactive dealerships can do is send out links to a quick survey via SMS, offering a 
discount or coupon in return for their time and opinion. This kind of message can be scripted 
and automated as well. The benefit here is in the data: it is incredibly valuable to pull in 
customer satisfaction ratings and feedback on your services. And research indicates customers 
respond 60% faster to such requests when asked via text than email or other digital channels.
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Advice & Tips. The nurturing of existing customers or leads is all about personalization, and 
personalisation is all about responding to the needs and interests of your contacts. Sending out 
relevant advice and tips to customers who have recently made a purchase with you is a great 
way to keep your dealership top of mind and perhaps kick-start a 1-on-1 conversation. But 
advice and tips extends beyond prospect nurturing into the realm of customer service. 
Responding to field service type questions via SMS is something that certain customers will 
appreciate very much. Solving problems remotely, and quickly, is a relief for the customers and 
it shows them that your dealership is there to help when it matters.

Payments. Mobile payments are very much of interest for millennial and younger customers 
these days, and your dealership can capitalize on this interest pretty easily. Just send text 
message reminders about payment with links to complete payment online and voila, customers 
on a payment plan are less likely to miss a payment date. This can be a huge revenue 
generator in situations where a lease term is coming to an end, or in the financing of a 
purchase. (Customers will expect your dealership to make it clear and easy for them to make 
their payments on time anyways). They should also be scheduled in a structured way, with 
ample time before the payment date so that the customer has some time to act. For example, 
you could schedule three reminder messages to customers whose lease terms are ending: one 
30 days before, another 15 days before, and a final one the day before.



Offers & Deals. Texting offers and deals is the 
money pot for a lot of dealers. And here there 
are two options. One is to share the news of 
dealership-wide promotions - Thanksgiving 
discounts, special deals in the New Year, that 
sort of thing. These texts can be shared across 
all channels and sent to all customers. Another 
option is to create specific offers (often in the 
form of rebates) to existing customers that 
you have not heard from for a while. This could 
be something like offering a free oil change if 
the customer purchases a new or used car 
from your dealership within the calendar year. 
Creative sales and marketing teams can have 
some fun here. And thanks to the powers of 
automation and predictive analytics, 
conversations can be mapped, making it 
possible to run several campaigns and have 
more meaningful conversations at scale. This 
is when the SMS engines really start to rev.
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Service Reminders. Dealerships with adjacent 
garages are relying more and more on 
revenue from service updates than in years 
past, in part because margins on car sales are 
getting squeezed by third-party aggregator 
sites. Given these shifts in the market, the 
focus for sales teams is on the post-sale 
stage: getting customers who have purchased 
a new or used vehicle to get it serviced 
regularly. Given SMS’s high engagement rates, 
and the ease with which appointments can be 
confirmed in the channel, there is a lot of 
revenue to be made from service reminder 
campaigns.

Hi Beth,

Doug here, from ABC Auto. How are you liking your
new Subaru Crosstreck? It’s been over a year since
your purchase, which means it's time for your vehicle
to be serviced. 

You can book a service appointment by clicking
here: xxxxxxxx

Thanks for choosing ABC Auto!

Doug - 5 min ago



Bringing it all together
Transforming pipeline data points into
actionable steps is a constant challenge for
sales and marketing teams in the automotive
sector. But as the above use cases show, with a
text message marketing campaign(s) built on
the best practices described in this chapter,
your dealership will be able to capture more
opportunities, have more meaningful
interactions, and move your customers through
the pipeline more efficiently. All this can
translate to a structured workflow that
auto-generates conversions without your sales
team lifting a finger. But you can only get the
sales engine running if you have your
customers' consent.

An SMS Marketing Manual for Car Dealers
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Chapter 3
SMS Rules: TCPA,
FCC and Text
Message Regulations
Chapter in brief

• The Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991, passed to limit the practice
   of auto-dialing and robo-calling, requires retailers get their customers
   “express written consent” before sending them offers of a promotional nature

• Since SMS is not considered strictly the same as auto-dialing, retailers need
   only get the “basic prior express consent” from their customers

• New software programs overcome issues like the “double opt-in” that
   hamper older CRMs
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Consent and compliance. These two words probably take up a lot of time and resources at your dealership - and for good reason. Following SMS
rules and regulations is a must, and communicating with customers must be done on their terms. SMS marketing in the United States is regulated
by the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) and enforced by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC); and, while the imperative
for following text message regulations is non-negotiable, there are situations, like those that exist today in the auto sector with text message
marketing, where the laws governing consent and compliance do not adequately cover the new technologies used. There is a legal lag which
creates a mismatch. This mis-match can lead to confusion and costly fines, so it’s important to make consent and compliance a priority in all
outgoing SMS marketing. 

In this chapter we will break down the SMS rules in play today, focusing on the TCPA regulations for text messaging and what it means for text
marketing. We will also look at strategies for getting consent and the importance of who starts the conversation (business or customer) in
determining consent and compliance. We will finish up by detailing how new software programs are helping dealers overcome common
conversation-killers like the “double opt-in”. But let’s start  with the legal stuff.

In the 1970s and 80s, telemarketing was the way to get customers. Without email marketing or any web marketing to speak of, sales and marketing
teams relied heavily on telemarketing to reach new customers. This was the era of outbound marketing, and cold calling was in vogue. It was such
a popular channel, in fact, that companies even had robocall systems (or automatic dialing systems) set up to constantly scroll through and call
people in the phone directory. If you worked in sales through this era, you can probably relate to how common a practice it was. At the same time,
you can also probably relate to how annoying it was to receive calls on your home phone and fax machine all the time - and from companies
you’d never heard of.

Consumers quickly grew weary of this intrusion, and in 1991 Congress passed a law to limit the type and volume of telemarketing solicitations. The
law, called the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA), restricts the use of automatic dialing systems, pre-recorded or fake voice messages,
non-consensual SMS text messages, and fax machines as channels for promotional sales and marketing. It was not long after that the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) adopted the TCPA for mobile messaging, and that brings us to today.

From the SMS Rulebook: TCPA and compliance
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TCPA Regulations and Text Messages

There is not yet legal consensus on how the TCPA should be applied to newer technologies like SMS messaging, which are often undertaken by car
dealership marketing teams (as well as other retail sectors like real estate and health care) in a peer-to-peer (P2P) channel. As Arianna Evers, a
lawyer with WilmerHale, recently put it in an article on TCPA, the law “prohibits any person from calling or text messaging someone else on a
wireless phone using an autodialer or an artificial or prerecorded voice unless there is an emergency, or they have the called party’s prior express
consent.” 

Let’s pause here for a moment. You might be wondering: is a mobile phone the same as an auto dialer? The short answer is no, but it’s
complicated. 

Several rulings have come out to state that SMS messaging is not the same technology as an auto-dialer. The most recent ruling on this topic
came on April 1st, 2021, when the Supreme Court issued its decision in Facebook v. Duguid. The findings are highly applicable to auto retailers looking
to leverage SMS. In the ruling, the Court stated that mobile phones are not auto-dialers because, in order to be considered an auto dialer device
under the TCPA, the device must “have the capacity to either (1) store a telephone number using a random or sequential number generator or (2)
produce a telephone number using a random or sequential number generator.” In the opinion of the courts, just being able to store numbers and
send out messages does not make it an auto dialer. 

The Facebook case has brought some much needed clarity to this compliance grey area. Seeking further clarification, in 2018 the P2P Alliance filed
a Petition for Clarification to the FCC, asking for the Commission to state clearly that peer-to-peer messaging is not subject to the same TCPA laws
that govern calls to mobile phone numbers. As we await a reply from the Commission, the status quo remains relatively opaque, but the business
case for clearly asking for consent remains a priority, because no business wants their outreach to be construed as spam.
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Consent varies in type. For automatic dialing systems, businesses need to get “express written consent” - a high level of consent. For SMS marketing,
businesses need to get “basic prior express consent” - a lower bar, and one that can be accomplished when an individual, in full knowledge, gives
their phone number to the business. The reason for this is, as mentioned earlier, that peer-to-peer mobile phone messaging is not considered,
strictly speaking, the same as an auto-dialer. 

Other stipulations in the TCPA are: 

•  Do not call anyone on the National Do Not Call Registry 
•  Do not contact anyone before 8 a.m. or after 9 p.m.

In general, these regulations are straight-forward to follow for auto retailers. However, issues emerge when working with large third-party lists and
sending out bulk broadcast messages. The general rule of thumb here, if working with a third-party SMS text marketing provider, is to ensure they
have their i’s dotted and their t’s crossed as far as compliance is concerned.

TCPA and Consent

SMS and Consent - Keywords to know
Here is a list of important terms and definitions pertaining to text marketing compliance.

TCPA - The Telephone Consumer Protection Act 
FCC - The Federal Communications Commission 
ATDS - Automatic Telephone Dialing System 
A2P - Application to person, the channel through which messages from dealers is sent to customers 
Text messages - Considered “calls” by the TCPA
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In line with TCPA, there are three core areas of consent and compliance that dealers need to account for in their SMS marketing and sales strategy.
While some CRMs and SMS specific third-party providers have the resources to cover your bases with compliance - or perhaps your dealership has
a compliance team or partner - it is still vital that dealer leadership teams know the pillars of an ethical text marketing strategy. With that in mind,
here is a quick rundown of what the pillars of consent and compliance are, and how to navigate them.

Ethical SMS Text Marketing: Consent, Opting-In, Opting-Out

1. Getting consent
What is consent? 

When a consumer agrees to receive messages of a promotional nature from your dealership. 

How do I get it? 

When a  consumer knowingly gives their phone number to your dealership, you’ve checked the consent box. 

There are a number of ways to ask customers for their number. When they fill out a form on an aggregator site like AutoTrader - that’s consent.
When they put their number in a web chat tool - that’s consent too. When they request more information on a make or model on your website
and fill out a basic contact form - that counts as well. Consent can also come in the form of a recorded verbal consent given by the customer.
That means: if an in-person visitor to the dealership agrees to receive promotional SMS messages in future, then that constitutes consent as well.
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The Different Paths to Consent
Dealers collect contacts from a number of sources, and each one comes with a different consent profile. Below are three of the most common
sources from where dealers collect contacts, complete with the actionable next step from a compliance perspective. (Notice that #3 requires
the most communication work for your dealership before clarifying consent). 

SOURCE #1 - A dealers website
Example: A contact has been generated on the dealers website

Why? Because the contact has willingly given their phone number and filled out a form with
a consent clause, written by the dealer, that they agree to.

CONSENT

SOURCE #2 - Third party marketplaces
Example: A dealer purchases contacts from CarGurus

Why? The third party platform asks for consent on the sign-up form, which the contact
agrees to when filling it out

CONSENT



Next steps:
1.  Double check with the EOM as to the status of contacts consent 
2. Text prospects directly asking for their consent and permission to be texted (remember to include all
    the information we detail in the “opt-in” section below)
3. Text the opt-in offer to contacts 
4. If they accept, then you’ve got consent!

SOURCE #4 - In-person discussion
Example: A customer visits the dealership and, in discussions with a salesperson, agrees to
receive texts of an informational and promotional nature in future.

Why? Recorded verbal consent is equal to express written consent
CONSENT

SOURCE #3 - Manufacturer’s prospect list
Example: The manufacturer sends the dealer a list of prospects following the launch of a new model.

NO CONSENT

Chapter 3: SMS Rules: TCPA, FCC and Text Message Regulations
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The SMS text messaging
compliance checklist

Get the customers general consent to receive messages from your dealership.

Evaluate consent at the lead source level and separate sources where the contact has already provided
consent from those where they have not.

Get customers’ express written consent by disclosing the full scope of your messaging plan, and sharing terms
and conditions, before sending them promotional messages.

✔ Step 1: Collect

✔ Step 2: Sort

✔ Step 3: Ask

Example: Form fill out on dealer website, sharing contact info on a webchat service, third-party form fill out.
Why? You’ll need this basic level of consent for conversational, informational, and transactional messaging.

Why? Consent varies depending on the source, and you want to have full visibility down to the source level
as to the type of consent already provided by the contact.

*This is usually required for prospects sourced from a manufacturer’s prospect list but not for prospects sourced from your dealer site or from a respectable third-party marketplace

TCPA compliance checklist
No matter how your dealership collects and communicates with your contacts, it is advisable to cover your tracks by
integrating these general guidelines for TCPA compliance and consent into your pipeline.



Follow TCPA regulations at all times when sending out messages. TCPA regulations require the following:

✔ Step 4: Practice ethical SMS

Why? If you don’t follow these rules you risk a huge fine and the loss of customer interest in your dealership
(no one wants to be spammed!).

Hi Paul,

This is Tim from ABC Auto. I would like to know if you are interested
in receiving promotional messages from us about deals and
promotions we have throughout the year. We send them out about
once a week, and standard text message rates may apply. For more
information you can read our Privacy Policy by clicking here: xxxx

If you would not like to receive these messages, just respond “STOP”
to this message. If you want some more information, or for help, just
text “HELP”. 

Thanks for choosing ABC Auto.
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Example:

Why? The consumer must receive “clear and conspicuous
disclosure” about the texts they will receive. To ensure full
transparency, your message must have the following
information:

• Dealer’s name  
• The type of information they will receive 
• The cadence of messaging 
• Share costs per message 
• Links to privacy policy 
• Links to terms and conditions
• The chance to opt out

• Only communicate during business hours. (As per the TCPA, that’s between 8 A.M. and 9 P.M).  
• Do not call people on the federal do not call registry.

Sending a text of this nature out to any prospects whose consent status is uncertain. Some dealers prefer to send this type of message out to all
their prospects before starting to send promotional messages, but in a lot of cases - like when they have already given their express consent by
sharing their number and agreeing to receive promotional messages in a form fill out - this precautionary measure is more annoying than helpful
for the customer. It’s what is known as the “double opt-in” offer, and it can kill conversations before they begin.
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2. Defining the opt-in offering
What does defining an opt-in offering mean?

Being specific with the type of information that you say you are going to share, and then sticking to your word. 

Remember that when a customer gives your dealership permission to send them SMS text messages, they are giving you a vote of trust. If you send
them information other than what they signed up for, you have effectively betrayed their trust. It’s a lose-lose. 

Therefore, to avoid confusion (and to clarify the opt-in position from your customer), dealers need to share the following pieces of information when
asking for permission to send SMS text messages:

• The dealers name. In our hypothetical examples that would be ABC Auto.
• The type of information they will be receiving. Specify the type of information they will receive (it could be “informational” messages
   like appointment reminders or “promotional” messages like dealers and updates). The customer should be able to select either or, or both. 
• The cadence of messages. Giving the customer the chance to select whether they want daily, weekly, or monthly messages is ideal, but
   informing them of the frequency with which you’ll be sending messages is a great start and covers your dealership from a compliance
   perspective. 
• Share costs per message. Make customers aware of any fees they might incur in receiving messages from your dealership. Texting is,
   after all, not a free channel for the customer. Including a text like “standard text messaging rates apply” is great, but the more specific
   you can be, the better.
• Link to privacy policy. This is your general dealership privacy policy with regards to issues of security and protection of your customers.
   Contacts need to agree to this policy.
• Link to terms and conditions. This is your general legal framework for SMS messaging.
• The chance to opt-out. (More on this in the next section) 



3. Give the option to OPT OUT at any time.
What is opting-out?

How do I offer that?

Opting out is the consumer saying: I no longer want to receive promotional messages from you. It is vital that this is offered from the beginning,
and throughout all message communications between the dealership and the prospect, in accordance with TCPA compliance.

Just like shoppers have the option to unsubscribe from a promotional newsletter at the click of a button, consumers should be able to end their
engagement in one message with SMS. 

A common practice in retail is for companies to include an automated script in each message letting the customer know that if they no longer
want to receive these types of messages they can text back “STOP.” This works well in the automotive context as well because it keeps
communication all on the same channel.

In SMS marketing, there are three general types of messaging: conversational, informational, and promotional. Each requires a different kind of
consent. 

Dealership sales teams, meanwhile, are always looking to improve their metrics, and knowing when to use informational vs promotional messaging
is often the ticket to higher open rates. The onus here is on the dealership to get clarity on their differences and build outreach strategies and
pipelines based on these different types of messaging. Doing so will, on the one hand, accurately show which type of messaging should be used for
which type of prospect or existing group. 

This all seems doable, right? If only it were so straight-forward. Instead, in the real world of lead generation and management, data points like
contact information and outreach status are rarely so seamlessly organized. 

On the other hand, since these three types of messaging come with different types of consent (either implied or express), dealerships need to get
the compliance requirements right for each one before they send a message. For example, if a contact reaches out to the dealership sales team,
the sales team does not need to send out a confirmation message. 

The challenge here for sales teams is combing through lists of prospects generated by third-party providers. In general, dealers should strike to
deal with the issue of consent at the lead source level. That way, when new contacts enter the system, there is no confusion over consent, and
contacts can be sent informational, conversational, or promotional messages without concern.

Types of Text Messaging and Consent



Types of consent and what it means for dealers

What is it: A sharing of information relevant to the prospect/customer is shared by the dealership sales rep after the
customer has given permissed

What is it: A back-and-forth chat between a dealership sales representative and prospect/custome

Type of consent: Expressed consent

Type of consent: Implied consent

Why? Because the prospect/customer has given explicit permission

Why? Because the prospect/customer initiates the conversation (which means no no verbal or written permission is required)

How is permission given? Permission can be granted over text message, a form, a website, verbally, or written

How is permission given? By the customer/prospect initiating the conversation over text

Types of informational content: Appointment reminders, welcome texts, alerts

Types of conversational content: An informational request (about a vehicle type, model number, or other service
or product-related question)

Conversation chain/example:
1.  Customer gives their number to a dealership and consents to receive text messages in future 
2. Customer or business initiates the conversation

Conversation chain:
1.  Customer collects dealers text number from their website or an advertisement 
2. Customer texts the dealership with a specific request
3. Dealer responds promptly

Informational messaging

Conversational messaging 



What is it: An SMS message with promotional material, with the expressed purpose of generating conversions

Type of consent: Expressed written consent

Why? Because the prospect/lead has given explicit written permission by knowingly sharing their phone number with the dealership

How is permission given? Permission is given by signing a form or checking a box to receive promotional messages. Participation
should never be a requirement but can be added to an existing form

Types of promotional content: Dealership-wide promotions, monthly deals, other promotional and marketing related offerings

Conversation chain/example:
1.  Customer shares their phone number and agrees to receive promotional offerings on a specific cadence 
2. Dealership sends promotional offers with a clear prompt to purchase

Promotional messaging
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• Basic express consent is required from consumers before deallers can send them promotional messages

• Common ways customers give their number include form fill outs or chatting with a web chat bot

• Dealers need to get consent, define the opt-in, and always offer an opt-out option in order to be TCPA compliant

• To avoid confusion, dealers need to manage consent at the lead source level

• When in doubt about consent, send a confirmation message before sending promotional messages

Key takeaways for dealers
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Bringing it all together
Making consent and transparency part of your SMS strategy
will go a long way to personalizing your dealership, thereby
increasing the effectiveness of your efforts. Nobody wants to be
spammed, and you don’t want your dealership unwittingly
becoming the spammer, so it's important to avoid such a fate by
being TCPA compliant and practicing ethical SMS marketing.
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Chapter 4
Text Message
Marketing
Tools & Software
Chapter in brief

• SMS marketing software ranges in price, flexibility, and effectiveness

• The most common text marketing software options are individual devices,
   Google Voice, CRM modules, and integrated third-party software providers

• It's important to weigh the pros and cons of each tool before making a decision
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SMS marketing software comes in a range of shapes and sizes. Generally speaking, though, it's a great time to be looking into SMS integration
today as opposed to, say, five years ago, when the market was far less varied. Today, SMS software tools are more affordable, easier to integrate
and automate, and also more able to pull actionable data. 

In a sense, what has occured with digital marketing software - the full suite of content marketing services, including keyword research, competitive
analysis, and so on - is now occurring with text messaging software. Indeed, there are many tools and software out there to help your dealership
reap the benefits of SMS marketing at scale. 

To give you an idea of what options are out there, in this chapter we are going to review four of the most commonly used text marketing software
for car dealership digital marketers. And how are we going to do it? By breaking things down into +’s and -’s (pros and cons).

Individual Devices

Google Voice

Content Management Software Modules

Third-party providers

Text Marketing Software: A Review
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Individual Devices

Salespeople can use their own private mobile phones to text back and forth with prospects and existing customers.

Direct/Personal Line of Contact. There is something deeply personal about a salesperson texting one-to-one with their customers. It can feel, at the
best of times, like a friend checking in with their friends, offering advice, and helping them find what they are looking for.

Not compliant. Unless the salesperson shares a specially worded message asking the customer to consent to receive more messages of an
informational or promotional nature from them, then this mode of communicating is not compliant, and therefore not legal. This issue is in large part
why individual devices are not common amongst car dealers. What is common instead is for sales leaders to try (in vain) and use this as a
work-around, rather than implementing a full-throttle SMS strategy. This means the channel is not scalable either.

Affordability. Asking your sales team to use their existing phones for outreach is probably the cheapest option in our list.

Not trackable. Transparent and accurate data collection are at the core of an effective SMS marketing and sales strategy. With individual devices that
do not share a central record-keeping or tracking system, keeping even a basic pipeline together tends to be more trouble than it's worth.

What is it?

Pros

Cons
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Google Voice

Google Voice is a free Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) provider that auto dealers can use in their sales and marketing efforts.

Cost. Google Voice is free to set-up and start using as part of the Google workspace.

Only 1:1 text conversations. The texting capabilities are limited to 1:1 conversations. This reduces the opportunity for SMS communications to one-off
check-ins and reminder notices sent to individual customers. So this option is not scalable.

Collaborative. Google Voice (which includes texting and phone services for salespeople) is interoperable with Gmail, Google Hangouts, and more - all
in the Google Workspace. Google Voice also integrates with many CRM solutions used in the automotive industry.

Well-structured. Google Voice makes it possible for your salespeople to have desk phone support, hangouts and chat, meet and calendar integration,
and other Google bells and whistles. Admins (Sales and Marketing leaders) also have many options on the operational side of G Suite.

Local area code. Google lists number options for you when setting up, and sometimes they include local area code numbers. These are popular
amongst smaller dealers, whose customers are predominantly within the same area code.

Limited user support. There are mostly self-help documents and forums for clients dealing with a technological issue.

Not robust enough for sales and marketing needs in the automotive sector. Much like the individual devices option above, the Google Voice service
does not provide an adequate enough infrastructure to make the most out of texting. There is no way to automate, schedule, segment, or track
outcomes on the platform, reflecting the fact that it is not a dedicated analytics tool for SMS sales and marketing.

What is it?

Pros

Cons
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Text messaging services offered within an overarching customer relationship management (CRM) platform.

More data. Many existing customer relationship management software platforms used in the automotive sector offer a texting function. This service
is offered in addition to all the other intelligence data and tracking offered on contacts, the idea being that more data helps make more informed
decisions.

Double opt-in. Because the CRM does not track consent of the contact, the dealer must ask for consent via text before anything else. This decreases
the size of the contact list available for text message outreach and adds extra stages of communication for salespeople to track.

Easy to deploy. Given that the software is built-in to the platform, it’s easy to get up and running. Part of the ease-of-use benefit is the fact that the
channel capabilities are already compatible with the existing tools (analytics, organization, task tracking, research, reporting, etc).

Confusing user interface. From a user experience perspective, tracking text messaging campaigns in pre-existing CRM platforms is confusing, especially
in a collaborative setting with multiple users. There is already so much data to weed through, so many lists to check, and so many users on the same
platform. Furthermore, depending on the design of the platform, it may be hard for salespeople to keep track of their pipeline already - let alone tracking,
on an individual level, where contacts are at in their customer journey. In short: if the platform is not actionable or easy to use for the team, then SMS will
only add to the clutter, creating a time suck around basic manual tasks.

Lack of flexibility in campaign setup. CRMs that offer a specialized texting service tend to be limited in the sorts of texting campaigns that can be
undertaken. They tend to be simple, rigid and inflexible, failing to offer actionable data for salespeople. In some cases, group messaging is not possible.
Another common problem is not being able to add descriptions on a per-customer level. Let’s say a customer texts back to the dealer saying they will
be on vacation for two weeks, and to please not send them anything until after. That’s a great piece of insight for your sales team and naturally you
want to respect the customers' wishes. But if this information cannot be fed into the software, in the form of an individual level comment that blocks
outreach for two weeks (or something like that), then the SMS system will keep sending that customer promotions despite what they asked.

What is it?

Pros

Cons

Customer Relationship Management
Software Modules
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Lean software companies that specialize in text messaging services and analytics that can stand alone or integrate into existing customer
relationship management (CRM) and Dealer Management Software (DMS).

Easy to integrate. Because many of these companies are new, they have been designed on purpose to be easy to integrate into existing
CRM’s or DMS’s.

More data = better intelligence. Where the CRM modules fall short, these data-centric startups go the distance. They provide more nuanced
(and holistic) data reporting on text messaging campaigns than any pre-existing texting solution. Segments can easily be created by simple file
upload. Metrics like open rate, conversion rate, and click through rate are easy to track for specific segments. With 360 degree vision into the behaviour
of your contacts, made easily available across the dealerships software platform, your sales team can proceed more confidently from
pre-engagement towards appointments, test drives, and purchases.

Flexible campaign options. Another area where these forward-thinking software companies are changing the game is in campaign options. These
companies offer a flexible range of campaign types to appeal to contacts from across the customer lifecycle. Review, surveys, offers, reminders and
more - all deliverable in highly segmented lists. For example, a dealership can easily set-up and run a reminder campaign to customers whose lease
terms are coming to a close. At the click of a few buttons a campaign can be set-up, with structured, automated conversation sequences that respond
to customer concerns and give them the information they need without having to call in, send an email, or go in person to the dealership. Customers
are informed of what matters to them, and given clear steps to take action - all on the same channel. The outcome of flexible campaigns is often a
shorter cycle from contact to conversion.

User-friendly dashboard. With user-experience top of mind, the dashboards for salespeople are easy to use and highly actionable. Message histories
are recorded chronologically just like Slack or Facebook messenger, so everyone knows where everyone is at. These platforms help you and your team
reduce time spent organizing data and more time where it matters: speaking with customers, solving their problems, having conversations, and
making sales.

What is it?

Pros

Third-party providers
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Cost. Depending on the capabilities provided, some of these solutions may be out of your budget range.

Cons

Limited integrations. Software integrations vary from software provider to software provider. Not all providers are able to integrate into all the car
dealership software programs out there, so the onus is on the dealer to find a provider that they like that also integrates into their existing software.

Fragmentation. Consolidation is an important question for sales and marketing teams at dealerships. The more consolidated a software platform,
the easier it tends to be to collaborate, onboard, manage data, and generally run a more structured and successful operation. While some of these
providers are highly consolidated - you can track everything from a single source, from contacts to message history to data reporting - some are
fragmented, requiring more manual work within the platform or work to be done outside the platform to link them up with your other sales and
marketing workflows.

Bringing it all together
What could be more important in determining your sales and marketing success than the software your team uses? 

All business processes are done on digital platforms these days, and with the rate of change in software capabilities humming along at a fast rate,
it can be hard to keep up. The opportunity cost of using ineffectual software or blunt tools is high though, underscoring how important it is that your
dealership adopt new technologies as they become available. Just imagine the difference in conversion rates between email marketing through
HotMail instead of MailChimp and you get an idea for the technological divide. 

Given the sophistication of the tools outlined above, dealers should have no trouble finding an SMS marketing software vendor to add on top of
(rather than replace) existing software in use within the business. 

At the end of the day, adopting the right tools will be like night and day for your dealership - the right text marketing software can make the channel
as effortless as it is efficient - so be sure to take the time you need to research before making a decision. 

Much of the effortlessness comes from the power of new technologies like automation and artificial intelligence, which forward-thinking, digital-first
dealers are using to power their SMS campaigns into a higher gear. More on that in the next chapter!
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Chapter 5
Pushing the Practice
Chapter in brief

• Pushing the practice means “outsourcing” much of the manual labour
   involved in the car dealership sales process to intelligent and highly
   structured software solutions

• Automation and Artificial intelligence (AI) are two levels that can sit on top of
   existing processes and workflows, helping refine your inputs and optimize outputs

• Through semantic analysis and structured conversation planning, dealers can
   reap the rewards of a self-learning system in their lead generation efforts 
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Once a dealership has incorporated texting into their sales process, there are many things that can be done to push the practice. Like any new
initiative, the learning curve can be steep but, once overcome, the only curve going up is quarterly revenue. 

Pushing past the basics is also not as daunting as it might sound. Innovations in automation and artificial intelligence - the higher level
intelligences that guide a highly efficient and effortless SMS sales pipeline - are making it easier than ever for car dealerships to transform their car
sales process into an efficient machine at scale. 

Indeed, research on the effectiveness of automation in the sales process shows it can turn the efficiency nob up across the enterprise. One study
found that businesses that use marketing automation to nurture prospects see an increase of 451% in qualified leads. Another study found that
companies that automate lead management see a 10% or greater increase in the following 6 to 9 months. 

In this chapter we will look at actionable use cases for solutions like automation and artificial intelligence - solutions that ease the manual
work-load for your sales team, allow for more personalised messaging, and generally keep the conversation rolling across the customer lifecycle.

Rebuilding the Car Dealership Sales Process
For car dealerships, a lot of the value in the pipeline comes from being able to automate basic outreach at scale. This is by far the most tedious
and time consuming effort in the car sales process. 

Beyond higher conversions and sales, though, adopting intelligence systems to structure and inform internal sales workflows tends to spread
value across the whole dealership. Business leaders that have scaled conversation intelligence software point to a range of productivity
improvements, including:

•  Analytic efficiency 
•  Business efficiency
•  Data management efficiency
•  Employee productivity
•  Seamless integration with existing systems
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The two-tiered system: automation
and artificial intelligence

A lot of dealerships are already implementing some automation in their SMS sales initiatives. But often it is not done as thoroughly, or even as
accurately, as it could be. In other words: despite using automated messaging, a lot of potential conversations are still getting lost.

We have gone through a number of examples in previous chapters for how automation in SMS can save time, increase engagement, and generate
higher revenues. But it's not just automation that can make a difference. 

What many dealerships are coming to learn, in fact, is that artificial intelligence can add a higher level of support to a sales team short on
manpower. While automation helps your team be more efficient, and reach more leads, it is limited by what your sales team set-up in terms of
campaign messaging. 

Artificial intelligence, on the other hand, has rapid self-learning predictive capabilities that allow it to auto-generate responses while in
conversation with a customer. Although it is “just” a computer, AI computers are able to read, write, speak, see, and understand. They are able to
learn a task without being asked to do so, and are also able to process far more data than humans (in fact, the more data it gets the smarter it
becomes). Most powerfully, AI today is able to achieve higher level thinking skills like meta-learning or meta-reasoning. In the field of language
and communication, this is made possible through natural language processing: the way in which computers interpret human language in order
to learn and communicate with it. All told, AI is transforming the way businesses operate across practically every industry - it's the technology
behind Amazon’s Alexa, Google voice products, and countless sales analytics technologies - and car dealerships have a lot to gain from this
dynamic new software. 

These two levels - automation and artificial intelligence - are powerful engines of communication for dealerships looking to capture value out of
the mountain of prospects they collect every week. Let’s look at each of these technologies separately to see what they each can bring to the table.
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Level 1 - Automation
Automation of SMS messages applies to everything from appointment reminders to promotional messages. If your dealership currently
automates some messages via SMS, then you’re already taking advantage of this practice. A broadly automated messaging strategy is one
that is operating at scale, allowing your dealership to connect with more contacts per day than before. 

Here are some examples of what can be automated, where in the customer journey these conversations tend to occur, and why/how
they help your dealership improve your customer experience. (Just remember to get consent before contacting!). 

You’ll notice that many of these conversations were mentioned in Chapter 2, where we discuss SMS best practices. We have done this on
purpose to show that dealers have the option to automate the same types of messages that they would otherwise have their sales reps
write manually.
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• Initial response to a prospect or customers question
Let’s say a new contact has a question for your dealership about a make or model.
And let’s say they text your dealership SMS number at 9:30 pm. Rather than have
them wait until the morning for an answer, it is in the best interest of your dealership
to converse with them as quickly as possible. Now you can’t expect your salespeople
to be working 24/7, but you can automate a simple message letting your prospect
know that you’ve received the question and will have someone respond soon. The
response can be triggered on the back-end to be sent  immediately. 

Why it helps:
You connect instantly with every customer that messages your dealership.

• Answers to commonly-asked questions
Taking automatic responses one step further, dealerships also have the option of
creating automated answers to commonly asked questions. Instead of your sales
team manually responding each time with a similar answer, why not create a short
script answer for each and automate responses when these types of questions
come up.

Why it helps:
Because it takes the information load off the shoulders of your sales team in a
structured, consistent way. Your prospects are engaged without your sales team
having to lift a finger.

Stage 1 - Pre-Contact
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• Appointment confirmations and reminders
In this scenario, a prospect or existing customer has set-up an appointment or
meeting at your dealership or the garage. It is probably not for a couple weeks, even
months. Rather than have your sales team call them with a reminder, or write a
unique text message, you can achieve the same level of personalization at scale
with a well-crafted and automated message. Appointment confirmations can be
sent immediately, while reminders can be scheduled in the lead up to the
appointment. If the customer uses Gmail or Outlook, the confirmation message can
prompt them to accept the invitation and thus have it scheduled in their own
personal calendar. This can all be done in a couple of clicks on the back-end of a
software platform, cutting out many hours of manual back-and-forth.

Why it helps:
It reduces the percentage of cancelled appointments.

• Test drive message
A quick invitation to engaged prospects to visit the showroom and take a test drive.
These can come with a description of the vehicle and perhaps a little bit of info
about the dealership, without coming across as too sales-y. These can be
personalized based on the make or model the prospect has shown interest in already.

Why it helps:
It moves the conversation along in a meaningful way.

Stage 2 - Contact
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• Promotional messages
Dealerships that send out promotional text messages to targeted lists usually spend
quite some time on the text and offer - and that’s great. But putting tons of effort
into similar types of messages adds up.

Why it helps:
Creating a simple script that can auto-fill with the details of the customer and the
brand makes the SMS promotional offering easy and quick to send out and track. It
also makes it easier to segment by customer type. But most of all it empowers your
customers to take action in a direct way.

• Info line for car details
When a customer asks for specific information about a make or model, you know
the conversation is moving along nicely. But these types of questions are also the
most time-consuming for sales people to answer. One solution is to create a script
with a link to the full specs on the vehicle and cue it up to be sent in response to an
information request type of question. Each sales person can set up their own auto
response to these types of questions, which begins the personalization process for
the customer at an early stage.

Why it helps:
It takes the burden off the shoulders of your sales people and gets tangible
information in front of the customer asking for it as quickly as possible. Automating
this part of the lead nurturing process is a huge time savings for your whole team.

Stage 2 - Contact
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• Lease Renewal and Recalls
These types of messages can easily be scheduled months in advance, so why not
automate the contents of the message as well? Dealerships can customize the
script all the way down the conversion line, from a group message down to an
individualized response unique to a specific vehicle or customer, plus basic
responses to expected questions.

Why it helps:
It combines standardization and personalization in an appealing way. Furthermore,
the customers that respond to the reminder message are the most likely to renew
their lease with a different vehicle.y.

• Conduct Polls, Surveys, and Reviews
Polls, surveys and reviews are a huge part of the sales and marketing teams efforts
at a dealership. These types of requests are generally asked of customers that
have recently made a purchase or who have been customers for years. A message
can be written and triggered to go out 15 days after a recent purchase, to give just
one example.

Why it helps:
Texting, given it’s high open rates, is the best channel to ask for these types of
requests. (And we all know how valuable a positive review is!).

Stage 3 - Post-Sale
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• Maintenance tips
For customers that have bought a new or used car, or who have a lease contract
with your dealership, the opportunity is there to empower them with maintenance
tips and tricks. Nothing too fancy or technical of course - a video here, a short
reminder about winter tires there. Automating these types of messages makes it
seem to the customer that your dealership, or your sales team, are going the
extra mile to help them out.

Why it helps:
It can capture value in new places by turning a simple maintenance tip into a
selling opportunity.

Stage 3 - Post-Sale

Automation brings structure and
engagement to the car sales process
Automating some or all of these messages can have a material difference on how your customers view your dealership, and how effective
your sales teams are in generating revenue. Building automated and customized sequences of conversation keeps customers engaged
more consistently than ever before.The bottom line is where to look for the results of automation and, usually, taking your automation game
to a higher level brings outsized results, both in terms of cost savings and revenue generation.
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Level 2 - Artificial intelligence
If automation kickstarts the conversation without human intervention, artificial intelligence keeps it going in a human way. Much like chatbots
on a website, which are now able to hold lengthy conversations with customers, pulling up relevant information or answering basic questions
with ease and efficiency, the chatbot service is now making its presence felt in the form of SMS text messaging for auto dealers. 

Software as a service companies in the retail automotive space are now able, through cutting edge machine learning programs and predictive
automotive analytical tools, to train a chatbot via text message to carry on a conversation with a customer when a human agent isn’t available.

AI helps dealers be constantly available, in a human way

Dealerships that leverage this higher-level technology are constantly available for their customers. This means that a) they never drop the
ball when a customer wants to chat, and b) their sales people can focus on more in-depth conversations with those customers most likely to make
a purchase. 

The end result is a sales process that finds its efficiency in it’s structure, and it’s structure in the building blocks of cutting edge digital technology
that is always getting more intelligent, intuitive, and conversational. The self-learning capabilities mean it will get more effective over time; the
investment cost will be dwarfed by the revenue over time. 

Let’s look at some use cases to see how artificial intelligence (AI) fits in as a second layer atop an automated sales process for dealerships.
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Example 1 - Responding to questions when the
dealership is closed

Dealerships are often reached out to by customers when they have time. This
tends to be when they are not working, as it is only in these hours when they
have the time to do the research and make informed decisions about their
vehicles. But how many sales people at the dealership are working between
5 to 7 a.m. and 6 to 11 p.m? Not many. 

For a long time the only solution was to collect messages or emails and
respond during business hours. Artificial Intelligence offers a new solution: the
opportunity to respond and carry on a basic conversation whenever the
customer wants. 

Let’s return to the previous example that was used in the section on
Automation to see just how much value an AI-powered chatbot can be for
your dealership when the doors are closed and everyone is asleep. In this
new scenario, instead of answering with a generic thank you message, the
chatbot can engage with the customer and answer any basic questions they
may have. The answers to these basic questions can be set-up by your team
on the back-end long beforehand. In this example, a customer has texted
late at night and gone from asking a basic question to booking a test drive
appointment, all through the help of an AI chatbot. The advantage here is
offering value when the customer wants it, which increases the likelihood of
the customer being pleased with their experience shopping with your
dealership and providing a positive review after the purchase.
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Example 2 - Keeping the conversation going
when sales people are busy

It is also common for dealership sales teams to respond to only a small percentage of the total message requests they get. If a customer’s
question is not answered within 10 minutes because everyone is too busy, then all that is left is a missed opportunity. 

With artificial intelligence working in tandem with the automated message system in place, dealerships can respond to way more of these
messages in real-time. Artificial intelligence chatbots powered by natural language processing and semantic learning are now able to interpret
and respond accurately, and in a human way, to questions posed by prospects and customers. Think of it like a digital assistant that is always
available to fill in when your team is maxed out. The chatbot can take the conversation as far as they can via text. When it can no longer be of
value to the customer they can let the customer know that an agent will be in touch with them shortly to keep the conversation going. The
hand-off is seamless.

Bringing it all together
Automation can exist on its own, but it is most effective when informed by human analysis (you and your team) and artificial intelligence.
The opportunities for refinement and humanization are practically endless because the technology is improving at such a rapid pace, and this
two-level approach, with the AI chatbot conversing in a human way via automated, highly structured programming, means your integrated
car sales process is ready to add value whenever your customers want it. 

That is why, though it might seem counter intuitive, both technologies help to humanize the buying process for prospects and existing
customers - all while helping your sales people focus their time on phone or in-person conversations rather than outreach. 

From personalization to semantic reasoning, there are several ways dealerships can make their sales process more lean and more efficient.
The use cases detailed in this chapter should give you a good idea for how recent changes in software capability are making automation
easier to implement and manage across the customer lifecycle, for prospects and existing customers alike, alleviating issues that have
clogged dealership CRMs for years now.
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Chapter 6
SMS Marketing
Checklist
Here is a run-down of the steps your dealership can
take to capture the most value out of an SMS marketing
strategy. Whether your car dealership already has SMS
campaigns up and running or you have yet to
integrate this channel into your pipeline, this checklist
touches on each of the key points along the way to
full-powered SMS integration.
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Pick your tool (Chapter 4)

Set your metrics (Chapter 2)

Develop campaign strategies (Chapter 2)

Confirm constent (Chapter 3)

Automate structured conversations (Chapter 5)

Refine your processes and messaging (Chapter 5)
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